Quantum mechanical calculations on KCN, LiCN, and ArHCl with two-dimensional (2D) potentials show that the Born-Oppenheimer separation scheme with the slow coordinate as the adiabatic variable is reliable for regular states but not for chaotic states. Three-dimensional (3D) calculations on KCN and ArHCl, where the coupling of CN or HCI motion with the other coordinates is introduced through the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian, demonstrate the existence of an extra constant of motion even for high excitations of the diatom. In 3D, cuts through the wave function show regular nodal patterns across the regular and chaotic coordinates. However, the number of nodes displaced by the chaotic coordinate varies for different values of the third constant coordinate. It is suggested that these plots provide a useful diagnostic aid for multidimensional irregular states. The adiabatic separation of regular motion gives results in excellent agreement with fully coupled 3D calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
A striking feature of most molecules is the large number of regular, mode localized vibrational states supported by seemingly complicated potential functions. As the size of molecule that can be treated by fully mode coupled calculations is limited to triatomics and some tetraatomics, it is desirable to develop approximate methods which reflect this approximate mode separation. Such methods may also provide a useful starting point for understanding states for which an approximate mode separation is no longer valid. These mode coupled states are known to be closely associated with chaotic or irregular behavior. I A method of mode decoupling which has been applied successfully to a number of problems is a Born-Oppenheimer (BO) separation of fast and slow vibrational modes.
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Aquilanti et al. 3 and Taylor and co-workers 2 have demonstrated that the adiabatic potentials produced in the BO approximation can explain the astonishing regularity and localization of the wave functions found for the HenonHeiles 8 and stadium 9 potentials even at very high energy. Recently we have studied the classical and quantum dynamics of the floppy LiCN IO • J1 and KCN I2 molecules using ab initio potential energy surfaces for the electronic ground state. 13.14 These calculations were performed by freezing the high frequency CN stretching coordinate. Similar calculations have also been presented for the van der Waals systems Ar-HCl. 15 Although these molecules were found to have a relatively low-lying onset of chaos, for LiCN a large number of regular states were found. Two such states are shown in Fig. 1 ; both these states lie above the barrier separating LiNC from metastable LiCN. This regularity is particularly striking since the potential does not presuppose any approximate separability of the stretching and bending motion.
For systems with two degrees of freedom, classical trajectories can either be classified as chaotic or regular according to whether M, the number of constants of motion, equals one or two. In N-dimensional systems with N> 2, the important intermediate case 1 < M < N can arise. This was considered in a classical analysis of a generalized Henon-Heiles problem by Contopoulos et al. 16 For a fixed energy they were able to find regions of phase space with one, two, and three constants of motion. Despite the fact that the simplest vibrating molecule that can display chaos is the triatomic (N = 3), there is limited work which has explicitly considered this problem. The inclusion of the extra degree offreedom, which was omitted in our previous calculations on KCN, in such a fashion that it remains regular in the energy region of interest, will allow us to consider directly the case intermediate between complete regularity and total chaos. For ArHCl, inclusion of the HCl stretch has been shown to be vital in obtaining reliable binding energies for the chaotic states of the van der Waals complex. 15 In this paper we show that the regular solutions found in the 2D calculations of LiCN, KCN, and ArHCI are well described within the Born-Oppenheimer separation scheme. Three-dimensional calculations on KCN and ArHCl reveal classical and quantum methods of identifying the coordinate (s) that can be treated by using an adiabatic approximation.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
The coordinates for a triatomic system A-BC are expressed as functions of the distance of A from the BC center of mass R, the BC bond length r, and {} the angle between R and r. The separable potential can then be written Hutson and Howard. 6 (h) In the 3D calculations, VCr) is taken as a harmonic potential for CN, whereas HCI is described by the anharmonic empirical potential of Ogilvie. 17 The Hamiltonian for the body-fixed rotationless problem can be written 20 An adiabatic separation of R and iJ can be performed by taking iJ as the adiabatic variable. For fixed values of iJ we numerically solve the radial equation (7) 2p aR in order to estimate the stretching eigenvalues. 27 The eigenvalues of the angular part of Hamiltonian (2) are obtained by solving the equation
where rand R are held fixed at their equilibrium values. 1 is the angular momentum operator which describes rotations of A around the center of mass ofBC. Equation (8) 
f.Ld r f.LR (10) If E i (iJ) is expanded in Legendre polynomials, the integral in Eq. (10) can be calculated analytically:
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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A. Adiabatic approximation In 20 systems
In a recent publication we calculated the first 80 levels of LiCN converged to 1 cm -1.10 Using several indicators to characterize the states as regular or irregular we have found that the stretching overtones with the bending mode in the ground state or excited with a few quanta show a striking regularity for both minima, LiNC (absolute) and LiCN (relative). Classical trajectories initialized with most of the energy in the stretching mode also show regularity, in agree- ll The high regularity and localization of the wave functions for the stretching overtones is clearly shown in the nodal patterns of the wave functions ( Fig. 1) . By numerically solving the radial equation ed since, as can be seen in Fig. 1 The accuracy of the rectangular approximation for the stretching overtones explains the localization of these states found in the variational wave functions. Figure 2 shows the stretching ID wave functions of LiNe and LieN for Vs = 4 and 2, respectively. The localization and position of the nodes are in agreement with those in Fig. 1 .
A more sophisticated separation scheme is to apply a Born-Oppenheimer approximation to the vibrational coordinates. This can be done using either R or {} as the adiaba- The table also shows the values obtained using R as the adiabatic variable. It can be seen that the energy of these states are severely underestimated compared to the exact ones. This can be attributed to the fact that the adiabatic potential E ~(R) is considerably broader than those obtained from Eq. (I) for {} = 0 or 1T.
For the adiabatic {} BO approximation, Table II shows generally good agreement with the variational results. For the mode localized overtone (v.,O) and (O,v b ) the errors in the band origins are less than 1%, similar to those found for calculations on model problems.
•
3 For the higher bending overtones and for the mode mixed combination levels the agreement is not as good. In particular, the order of the levels is not the same as that found in the full calculations, for example, compare the levels (0,16) and (1,6).
Because of the coupling in the potential between {} and R away from linear geometries, excitation of the bending mode increases the coupling with the stretching coordinate. For these mode coupled states the BO approximation is less reliable. In fact it is this coupling which leads to the irregular (chaotic) quantum states which have been found for LiCN. 10.11 Our results thus support the suggestion by Taylor and co-workers l • 2 that the regular (mode localized) states are the result of a separable zeroth order Hamiltonian.
Two-dimensional variational calculations on KCN show it to be a pathologically chaotic vibrator for which only the first three levels can be assigned good quantum numbers. 12 Table III results provide a good approximation to the exact answers. For the higher vibrational states these differences are generally larger and erratic. Recent quantum mechanical calculations on the van der Waals system Ar-HCI 15 has shown erratic behavior for states which are bound by less than 40 cm -I and that this erratic behavior is strongly coupled to the HCI stretching motion. In the next section we show that classical dynamics predicts an early onset of chaos similarly to KCN molecule.
In Table IV we compare the BO results for ArHCI with variational ones. The values in parenthesis are those obtained by Hutson and Howard. 6 {b). The small differences between these and our values should be attributed to the omission of the adiabatic correction term in our calculations. Apart from the fact that the agreement deteriorates as the energy increases, we can see that in the BO approximation some resonances are predicted for the states above -40 cm-I . These are the (2 1), (3 0) and (1 2), (3 1) pair of states and are indicated by braces.
B. Adlabatlclty In systems with three degrees of freedom
Describing the CN oscillations with a harmonic potential [Eq. (1)] we have studied trajectories in the six-dimensional phase space of KCN. VCr) is the same as that used for rovibrational calculations on KCN by Tennyson and Sutcliffe. 22 The eqUilibrium bond length is r = 2. 186a o and force constant k = 0.172 pN A.. This gives a fundamental frequency of2129.7 cm-I for the CN stretch. We have studied trajectories for several CN levels of excitation. The energy in the R, {} coordinates was taken in the same range as in Ref. 12 . For all trajectories studied, we found sharp caustics, in the projection onto the (r,R) and (r,{f) coordinate planes and chaotic patterns in the (R,{f) plane. Figure 3 shows a trajectory with V eN = 1 and excitation energy for the other coordinates equal to 464 cm -1. In spite of the sharp caustics in Figs. 3 (b) and 3 (c) the trajectory does not uniformly cover the available space. This behavior persists even when the CN bond is excited above the dissociation limit of KCN. A better method of displaying trajectories in a multidimensional configuration space is to use Wolf and Rase's23 generalization of the Poincare surface of section. For each coordinate they plotted (x, Px) every time the trajectory passed through a particular plane in a certain direction. The near harmonic motion of CN is shown by plotting (r, P, ) for the plane R = Re (Fig. 4) . On the other hand, plots of .... . :: these coordinates. All these trajectories have two constants of motion and chaos appears because of the R,{f coupling. This is best demonstrated by calculating the maximal Lyapunov characteristic number (MLCN). As shown in Table  V The KCN vibrational wave functions were analyzed by taking contour plots of the amplitude for two coordinates q 1> 
=1.
q2 and a fixed value for the third coordinate, q3' We designate such a plot (Ql,Q2)Q3' Plots (R,t'J) '0 , with rfrozen at its equilibrium point ro = 2.18600' showed that the low-lying states, well below the threshold to CN excitation, were indistinguishable from those obtained by solving the 2D problem with r fixed at ro, see Ref. 12 . For all these levels plots of (t'J,r) and (R,r) showed no nodes in the r coordinate.
Above the threshold to CN excitation the plots (t'J,r)R and (R,r) Q either show one or no nodes in the r coordinate. The (R,t'J) ,o plots showed the states with no nodes to be highly excited in Rand t'J (and probably poorly represented at large R ). Plots of (R, t'J) '0 for the states with one r node were indistinguishable from the (R,t'J) '0 plots for the lowest vibrational levels, see Fig. 5 . Analysis of the nodal structure of the (R, iJ) r plots show most of the states to have the complicated nodal structure which has been associated with chaos. 10-12.15 Conversely all the plots of (r,R),., and (r,iJh have clear nodal lines and thus superficially, allow quantum numbers to be assigned. -117.15 -117.15 -117.49 -92.23 -92.23 -92.61 -83.68 -83.68 -83.98 -64.91 -64.91 -65.42 -58.61 -58.61 -58.97 -47.56 -47.54 -48.85 -40.43 -40.43 -40.95 -36.50 -36.49 -36.89 -24.78 -24.76 -25.64 -21.94 -21.94 -22.19 -16.58 -16.57 -17.49 -11.02 -11.00 -11.30 -6.51 -6. 20 -17.49 -11.30 -7.22 -5.28 -0.69 Varying the fixed coordinate, however, reveals the true nature of these states. Comparison of plots of (r,iJ)R with R = 4.8, 5.0, and 5.2a o show that, for states the (R,iJ) r plots indicate to be chaotic, the quantum numbers assigned to the iJ coordinate differ for each R, see Fig. 6 . Similarly plots (r,R ) {j with iJ = iJ 1 and iJ 2 show changes in the R coordinate quantum numbers. In contrast, the r quantum numbers are independent of which cut through the wave function is taken. Classical calculations have been carried out for a 3D ArHCI potential. As in KCN, an early onset to chaotic behavior (below the quantum zero point energy) is observed, related to the coupling ofthe R,iJ coordinates. On the other hand, regularity remains in the r coordinate even for high excitation ofHCI (Fig. 7) . Plots of 3D quantum mechanical calculations on ArHCI show regularity in rcoordinate in the same fashion as KCN.
This behavior suggests that an adiabatic representation ofthe HCI coordinate should be able to reproduce the complicated behavior observed previously in the fully coupled 3D calculations. We have thus performed adiabatic calculations on ArHCI. Because of the assumed separability of the potential, these simply involve using the correctly averaged value ofr: (12) in the angular kinetic energy termofEq. (2), for HClin the v vibrational state. Table VI shows that this approximation reproduces all the binding energies of the full calculation to with 0.02 cm -I, despite shifts several hundredfold larger for different HCI vibrational states. The adiabatic separation is thus seen to be very powerful.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The adiabatic Bom-Oppenheimer approximation as a separation scheme for coupled multidimensional systems has been tested in the light of classification of states as regular or chaotic. Comparison of Born-Oppenheimer results with previous fully coupled variational 2D calculations on LiCN, KCN, and ArHCI demonstrates that for regular states a satisfactory agreement is obtained but the reliability of the adiabatic separation scheme is lost when irregular (strongly coupled) states are encountered.
Three-dimensional classical and quantum calculations on KCN and ArHCI show that when the coupling ofCN or HCI motion with the other coordinates is introduced via the kinetic terms in the Hamiltonian, the action variable related to these diatomics is conserved. Inspection of the trajectories or wave functions reveal the coordinate related to an extra constant of motion or the existence of a good quantum number. However the complications in nodal patterns which arises in the case of resonances 26 weakens this pictorial method.
Particularly, a chaotic component manifests itself in the same way as in the independent 2D calculations. This is quantitatively manifested by the maximal Lyapunov characteristic numbers. In systems with three degrees of freedom, where there are two good quantum numbers, the misleading regularity of the nodal patterns which appears in cuts through the wave function for one regular and one chaotic coordinate is revealed by the change in the number of nodes in the chaotic coordinate for different constant values of the third coordinate. In the above situation the adiabatic separation of the regular coordinate gives results in good agreement with exact variational results even for cases where a rectangular approximation is poor. For ArHCI, an adiabatic representation of the HCI coordinate is shown to give a very accurate representation of the often erratic shifts in van der Waals binding energy with HCI vibrational state.
Dynamical calculations, mainly classical, in triatomic systems have shown that regular trajectories persist at high energies of excitation; even above a dissociation barrier.
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For these regular states as well as for molecules of high dimensionality we anticipate that Born-Oppenheimer separation methods will be increasingly useful.
